JBM Group acquires the Global stalwart of Engineering Services

New Delhi, January 3, 2012

New Delhi, January 3, 2012:
JBM Cadmium Pvt. Ltd. is a part of Billion Dollar JBM Group having 33 plants across the country. We
cater to customers in various industry segments like Automotive (2 Wheeler/3 Wheeler/ Cars &
Commercial Vehicles), farm equipments, Construction equipments, white goods and railways with a
15000 workforce. JBM Cadmium Pvt. Ltd., part of JBM Group today announced the acquisition of TESCO
GO, a leading provider of Engineering Services in product development process for customers worldwide
in Automotive (cars, heavy and light trucks), Railways, Aerospace and many more domains.

TESCO GO, was established 43 years back has a global presence in Detroit, London, Munich, Stuttgart
and Turin has a staff of around 300 resources. Over the years, TESCO GO has been catering to a whole
range of customers across the globe like Piaggio, Man, Mc Laren, Mercedes Benz/Daimler, JMC Ford,
Iveco, Lamborghini, Scania, Bajaj, BMW, Chrysler, FIAT, Maseratti, TATA and many more.

Speaking on the occasion, Nishant Arya, Executive Director, JBM Group, said "TESCO GO is the global
name to reckon with in automotive world and now it has become an integral part of JBM Group. TESCO
GO the name to reckon with stands apart for unique concept, packaging and modularity services,
complete packaging layout, concept studies and optimization, superior ergonomic styles, concept
output, modularity and modeling. With this, JBM Group will look for more such international acquisition
and technical expertise to excel in the Engineering and Technology by thinking globally and acting locally
for the benefit of the masses".

JBM Cadmium an engineering and design center is breaking newer grounds of success in engineering
and design services like product designing, digital manufacturing and CAE are just few of the expertise
JBM Cadmium boasts of. Not just in design solution offering JBM Cadmium is also an education services
of remarkable abilities-B Tech in New Product Development, CATIA enabled product design and
development, Training, Project & Placement are the USPs.

JBM Cadmium excellence's in knowledge imparting and solution offering culminates from one of the
best faculties of the world Dr. Rogier Van Duin and Prof. Chris Goes from Europe are just few to name.

Exchange programs with various European Education Institute and tie ups with 58 Universities and
institutes globally to further make a stint at JBM Cadmium even more exciting. JBM Cadmium with all its
uniqueness and innovations has indeed become the final word of excellence in Indian Automotive
Industry.

About JBM Cadmium Pvt. Ltd.:
JBM Cadmium Pvt. Ltd., part of JBM Group - is a complete solution provider with its alliance partners like
Dassault Systemes S.A. (No.1 PLM Company in the world) and MSC Software Corporation (Technology
leader in extending simulation solutions) who developed the FEA software NASTRAN for NASA. JBM has
already opened the education centres (ECs) at many locations in NCR Delhi and plans to open many
more such ECs across the country.

JBM Cadmium Pvt. Ltd. has taken up the initiative to provide focused education in the field of high-end
design education, business management and innovation management for technical skill development
and enhancement of professionals. With a vision of world-class education in India, JBM Group has
formed alliance with Hay Group of USA, New Business Development Association (NBDA) and SIOO of
The Netherlands & Singapore, Dassault Systemes of France, MSC from U.S.A. and Siemens from
Germany. JBM Cadmium Pvt. Ltd. has tie-ups with 58 Universities world-wide. Till now 5,000 students
have been a part of our education journey in various streams.

About JBM Group:
JBM Group is a New Delhi headquartered diversified conglomerate with a presence in automotive,
education, engineering services and renewable sectors in India. With a major presence of around three
decades, the Group has earned recognition, awards and accolades globally. The Group pioneered and
revolutionised the industry with state-of-the-art technology in the field of automotive, education,
engineering and design and today has 33 plants, two institutes and three R & D Centres across 14
locations pan India. JBM Group is known for its quality focused leadership, fast product development
process, contract manufacturing and flexible manufacturing systems. This has helped JBM Group acquire
clients like Maruti Suzuki, Ford, Mahindra, Volkswagen, TATA Fiat, JCB, Toyota, Bajaj, TVS, Honda,
Renault, Nissan, Volvo, Ashok Leyland and many more.

JBM Group has alliances with 20 renowned companies of the world like Arcelor Mittal, Dassault
Systemes, JFE Steel Corporation, Sumitomo Corporation, Magnetto Automotive and many others.
Furthermore, the Group is committed to social development initiatives and executes these through its
Corporate Social Responsibility arm, Neel Foundation.

